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an initial refractive index of 1.50 [19] [20] [21] . The refractive index of a 197 SAM has also been reported as 1.45 [22, 23] . However, it was found 198 that whether the starting value for the iterative calculation process 199 was 1.45 or 1.50, the outcome of the modelling process did not vary.
200
The SAM was modelled using a Cauchy transparent layer, whose for amino [14, 15] , carboxylic acid [16] and sulfonic acid [14] moieties, 299 amongst others. Therefore, a change in the pK a of the pyridine 300 moieties of SAMs 1-4 could reasonably be expected here also.
301
Inspection of the results for SAM 4 reveals no consistent trend in 302 contact angle behaviour with pH for the two electrolyte concentra-303 tions studied. There is a slight decrease in contact angle behaviour for 304 those measurements performed using 150 mM PBS solution between 305 pH 3 and pH 5, but contact angle measurement is a relatively coarse 306 method for examining subtle changes in surface character. Therefore, 307 it is expected that the AFM force measurements will prove more 308 sensitive to any change in the protonation state of the SAM terminal 309 moieties. Interestingly, it has recently been reported that smoother Au 310 surfaces produce greater shifts in the apparent surface pK a of 311 mercaptocarboxylic acid SAMs [24] and it may be that the roughness 312 of the Au thin films employed here, which were found to have an R a of 313 1 nm when imaged by AFM, has influenced the behaviour of these 314 SAMs. given the geometry of interaction in these systems. Indeed, given the 347 large terminal moieties of SAMs 1 and 2, for example, there may be 348 greater spacing between these molecules on the surface, allowing pK a of amino [14, 15] , carboxylic acid [16] and sulfonic acid [14] 378 moieties when present as the terminal moieties in SAMs has 379 previously been reported. For the systems studied here, it does not We also acknowledge the assistance for production of Cr-primed Au-388 coated glass microscope slides given by Professor G.J. Leggett and Dr. S.
389
Sun at the University of Sheffield, School of Chemistry.
390
Appendix A
391
The following information is presented in the appendix. The same procedure was followed as described for the preparation of 
